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WORKNG DRAWING.II

[Maximum Marks: 100] [Time: 3 Hours]

Note:- (i). Assume any missing data.

(ii). All drawing should be neat and fully dimensioned.
(iii). Two numbers of A2 sized drawing sheets should be supplied'

PART-A
[Maximum Marks: 10]

(Answer c// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks)

I. 1. Define inspection chamber.

2. What is meant by rainwater harvesting?

3. Differentiate between one way slab and two way slab.

4. Differentiate between singly reinforced beams and doubly reinforced beams.

5. Give electrical symbols for one way switch and fwo way switch. (5x 2: 10)

PART.B
[Maximum Marks: 30]

(Answer any Three of the following questions. Each question carries 10 marks)

il. 1. Draw to a scale of 1 : 20 the longitudinal section and of a rectangular RCC beam,

simply supported with the following data.

Clear span

Effective span

Width of beam

Overall depth of beam

Main reinforcement

Hanger bars

Provide stimrps

4m

4.2m

200mm

300mm

5 numbers 12mm dia with two bars bent up at

Ll7 from centre of supports.

2 numbers lOmm dia.

6mm diameter @ 250mm c/c.

2. Draw the section through a European water closet showing fixing details.

3. Draw the plan of a kitchen having dimension 3 m X 3.6 m with a work area of size

3m X 1.8m. Show electrical diagram of the same.

4. Draw vertical section through a tank having size200 cm X 90 cm X 120cm. (3x 10 : 30)

PART-C
[Maximum Marks: 60]

III. Draw the plan and two sectional elevations of a kitchen of size 3.2 m X 3.6m.

Show the details ofkitchen slab, storage cabinets and overhead cabinets. (20 x 3 :60)
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